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A personal space

MK Sinha, 47
Day Job: Managing partner and chief
executive, IDFC Alternatives
Passion: Being a father

A

self confessed “deals
junkie”, Manavendra
Kumar (or MK) Sinha

has been a dealmaker since
1995. He joined IDFC Ltd in
2005 as an executive director
responsible for project finance
and business development.
Today, he is the managing
partner and chief executive
of IDFC Alternatives, IDFC’s
alternative asset management
vertical which manages over
$3 billion on behalf of leading
institutional investors from

desk: These are all hand-painted

professional and personal lives

across the world.

by his three daughters. (His
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eldest daughter Manisha is 16.)

of relationships—professional

is typical of a man who lives and

The pen stand, in fact, has
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breathes transactions. His table

‘IDFC + MK + Natasha’ inscribed

don’t cross over.”

has stacks of neatly folded

on it.

And his office, at first glance,
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Rubi Arya, 42

paper, and his appointment
diary is chock-a-block.

Passion: Feng Shui

the wall opposite his seat, as

faces. The curios remind me

if across an invisible divide,

of my daughters. It keeps the

are two paintings made by his

family with me even when I am
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Clockwise from top: Rubi
Arya at her office. Next to
her is a wooden elephant
with its trunk pointing
upwards—considered
propitious for prosperity;
a “Pride of India”
collection of 25 22-carat
gold-plated stamps; she
has three pictures of her
family, including that of
deceased husband Ved
Prakash Arya, on her desk

“I don’t like to keep pictures

Day Job: Director and vice-chairman,
Milestone Capital Advisors Ltd

But look around and, on

in the workplace. It’s my family;
I don’t want to advertise their

ubi Arya’s office is

body language and in her

my team members. I want to

13-year-old twin daughters,

away,” he says. “It gives a sense of

a beautiful, corner

surroundings. While her office

surround myself with positivity,

Natasha and Tanisha. They are

being connected to them.”
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Milestone headquarters in
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time he looks up.

depicting each transaction that

green cover of tree tops, daylight

pointing upwards—considered

The cabin has a painting of a

streaming in, touching almost
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waterfall to represent the element
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every square inch of the space.
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of water. A multi-hued painting
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Seated within is Arya, who has

her husband. A cupboard houses

of Buddha in her office gives

infused her work environment

a crystal lotus and tortoise, four

her “inspiration at work”. An

with as much positive energy
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inveterate traveller, Arya has

as she can garner. Faith, for her,

plank with sand from seven

visited nearly 40 countries and

is a precious thing. Having lost
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her husband Ved Prakash Arya

collection of twenty-five 22-carat

Three pictures of her family are

to a freak accident in 2011, she

gold-plated stamps. The lotus

placed on her desk—that of her

is unabashed about her reliance

represents peace and purity.

daughter, 15, son, 11, and her late

on a higher power. “One has

The tortoise signifies support,

husband. Arya says she is not

to have some trust, some faith

strength and longevity.

religious and believes one can

somewhere that helps to cope
with life,” says Arya.
This is manifest in her

“As a promoter of a company,

at any point of time. Her office,

cannot inspire confidence among

clearly, is hers.
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he has closed in his career.
And much like the decor in
his office, Sinha also keeps his

build a temple around themselves

I need to be stress-free or I

f o r b e s l i f e i n d i a j u ly-au g u s t

A pen stand, an odd-items

On another wall in his

f o r b e s l i f e i n d i a j u ly-au g u s t
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Clockwise from top: A pen
stand hand-painted by
Sinha’s daughters; over
50 plaques depicting his
transactions; on either
side are paintings made
by his 13-year-old twins
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